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Synopsis

Preparation of synthetic membranes using simultaneous radiation
grafting of acrylic acid (AAc) and styrene (Sty) individually and in a
binary monomers mixture onto polypropylene (PP) has been carried
out. The effect of preparation conditions such as irradiation dose,
monomer and inhibitor concentration, comonomer composition on the
grafting yield was investigated. The thermal stability and mechanical
properties were also investigated as a function of degree of grafting.
Accordingly the possibility of its practical use in industrial waste
treatment is determined. The prepared cation -exchange membranes
possess good mechanical properties, high thermal stability and good
characteristics for separation processes. These membranes have also
good affinity toward the adsorption or chelation with Fe3 + , Pb2+, and
Cd2+ ions either in a mixture or exists alone in the solution.
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INTRODUCTION
The theories of membranes are further advanced than those of many other ion -

exchange systems and can account reasonably well for even the most complex
phenomena. A chractresttc feature of ion exchange membranes is the large
difference in permeability for counter ions and co-ions (permselectivity). So, it can
be used in the recovery of small quantities of dissolved or colloidally dispersed
substances such as the recovery of metals from industrial effluents. Also, it is
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successfully used in some specefic industrial separation processes relating to gas
and liquid separation and heavy metals removal.

Radiation induced graft copolymerization is a successful technique which
can be used to ulter the surface and /or bulk characteristics of polymeric substrates.
Many studies have been devoted to the search for new and improved membrane
compositions (1"5). Grafting process in the presence of comonomer mixture is very
important, since different types of polymer chains containing various functional
groups can be introduced in the structure of the trunk polymer used.

In this study, the preparation of graft copolymers containing
hydrophopic/hydrophilic groups was carried out by radiation grafting of acrylic
(AAc ) and styrene (Sty) individually and in a binary mixture onto polypropylene
(PP) films . Some factors affecting the preparation process and grafting yield were
investigated. Some selected properties of the prepared graft copolymers such as
melting temperature(Tm)and heat of melting ( AHm), tensile strength and

elongation percent at breake were also investigated to elucidate the possibility of
there practical use. The metal uptake and selectivity of the prepared membranes
toward different metal ions are studied using atomic absorption technique (AA).

EXPERIMENTAL

polypropylene films (PP) of thickness 30 um were provided by El-Nasr Co. for
Medical Supplies, Cairo, Egypt. Acrylic acid (AAc) of purity 99%, (Merck,
Germany) and styrene (Sty) GRG of purity 99 %, (Avondale Laboratories,
England) were used without further purification. Other chemicals were reagent
grade and used as received.

Graft Copolymerization, sulphonation and the alkaline treatment of the grafted
films and mechanical properties measurements were carried out by the same
methods as described in previous studies (6'9).

The degree of grafting was determined by the percentage increase in weight
as follows:-

Degree of grafting (%) = EcBk* 100

Where Wa and W% represent the weights of initial and grafted films, respectively.
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Atomic Absorption (AA) Measurements:
The membrane was immersed in the solution of the metal salt of initial

concentration 1000 ppm. The remaining of metal salt from its original feed
concentration was determined by Atomic Absorption Instrument Unicam Model
Solaar 929 using lamp for Pb, Cd, and Fe.

The metal uptake (mmol/g) = Co -Cf
Where Co and Cf represent the initial and remaining concentrations detected by
AA, respectivily.

Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) :
Thermal analysis of the graft copolymers; melting temperature (Tra) and heat of

melting (A Hm ) were determined using DSC Perkin-Elmer equipped with DSC-7
data station

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Effect of Aqueous AAc Concentration and Irradiation Time:

Figure (1) shows the relationship between the degree of grafting and
irradiation time for various aqueous monomer concentrations in N2-atmosphere. It
is obvious that, the degree of grafting increase with increasing irradiation time for
all monomer concentrations investigated here, due to the increases in free radicals
concentration during irradiation process with dose. It is also observed that, the
higher the monomer concentration the higher the initial rate and degree of grafting
obtained. Meanwhile at higher irradiation time and lower monomer concentration
the graft yield tends to level off with time because of recombination of active sites
formed on polymer and monomer pair. For higher monomer concentrations > 20
wt.% and at longer irradiation time the decrease in the rate of grafting is attributed
to the formation of some homopolymers. Such viscous homopolymer may restrict
the monomer diffusion, and as a concequence, the grafting rate decreased with
irradiation time. The higher grafting yield obtained at high monomer
concentrations because of, the grafting process is enhanced due to " gel effect" in
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which the mobility of growing graft chains is lower and termination process
becomes less than that at lower monomer concentration consequently, the initiation
and propagation steps are more longer . The diffusivity of the monomer into the
polymer matrix is also enhanced at such high concentrations. This resulted in
increasing both the initial rate of grafting and the overall grafting yield.

Effect of Irradiation Time at different Sty Concentrations:

Figure (2) shows the effect of irradiation time on the grafting percent of styrene
onto PP films in presence of ethanol as a diluent and 1.5 wt.% FeCU as inhibitor. It
is shown that, the percent graft increases with increasing irradiation dose for all
monomer concentrations investigated and then tends to level off, but the exposure
dose at which the grafting tends to level off is lower for higher styrene
concentration than that for lower ones. These results can be explained by
considering the low G-value of styrene and the sharing of its phenyl ring in energy
dissipation. The low G-value of free radicals for styrene which is naturally lower at
high doses, affecting on the grafting yield and this is more pronounced for the
higher styrene concentration(10).

It can be also seen that, the higher the monomer concentration the higher
the rate and grafting yield obtained due to the increase in and monomer diftusivity
which is enhanced at high styrene concentration. The increase in the graft yield
with dose is attributed to the dependence of free radicals formation on irradiation
dose as mentioned above.

Effect of FeCl3 Concentration as Inhibitor:
For the grafting of (Sty / AAc) comonomer onto PP films (EtOH / H2O)

mixture of composition (80/20 wt. %) was chosen as a solvent The effect of FeCl 3
concentration on the grafting yield and homopolymer formation is studied and
shown in Fig. (3). A curvature relationship is obtained, in which the maximum
grafting yield is found at FeCl3 concentration of 0.2wt %. Thereafter, the grafting
yield decreases as FeCk increases.

The aforementioned results showed that the homopolymer formation and
grafting process are greatly affected by the presence of FeCU as an inhibitor in the
reaction medium. The above results also indicated that, the inhibitation of
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homopolymerization of (Sty/AAc) binary monomers system during radiation
grafting process is occurring on expense of the grafting yield. Therefore, an
optimum condition must be selected at which the inhibitor dose not interferes too
severely with the grafting process and reduces the rate of homopolymerization.

It can be concluded that the addition of 0.6 wt. % FeCb as inhibitor is suitable
for this grafting system at which the homopolymer formation is not remarkable and
the grafted films were easily removed from the reaction medium. The grafting
seems also to be homogeneously distributed in the trunk materials.

Effect of Comonomer Composition:
The grafting of (Sty / AAc) binary monomers mixture of various relative

compositions onto PP films was investigated at overall comonomer concentration
40 wt % and 0.6 wt.% of FeCb was added as inhibitor homopolymerization and
the results are shown in fig. (4). It is obvious that, the grafting yield increases with
increasing (Sty) content to reach a maximum value at comonomer composition
(40 / 60 wt %) of (Sty / AAc). Thereafter, at higher contents of Styrene, the
degree of grafting falls down to reach its lower value at 60 wt. % of Sty. Increasing
the Sty content in the comonomer solution more than 60 wt % results in
increasing the grafting yield again.

Results obtained can be reasonably explained by considering that, styrene
monomer itself acts as inhibitor for homopolymerization process due to energy
transfer effect caused by resonance stabilization from its phenyl ring. Therefore, a
synergistic effect appeared at relatively low content of Sty in the binary monomers
mixture and further increase in Sty content may resulted in retarding the grafting
process. The increase in grafting yield again at Sty / AAc comonomer composition
(80 / 20 wt %) may be due to the high diffusion rate of non polar styrene monomer
to the PP polymer in this high content of Sty and little content of AAc.

Mechanical Properties:

Figure (5) shows the change in tensile strength and elongation percent at
breake with degree of grafting for PP grafted with PAAc,P Sty and P(Sty/ AAc).
It is obvious that both tensile strength and elongation decrease gradually as the
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degree of grafting increases. This behavior is observed for all PP graft copolymers

investigated meanwhile; the films grafted with PSty show higher tensile strength

than that ones grafted with PAAc. At high degrees of grafting, PP-g- (PSty /

PAAc) films still possess high tensile strength if compared with those grafted with

PSty or PAAc individually.

Generally, it can be concluded that the grafting of Sty, AAc and (Sty / AAc)

onto the investigated polymeric substrate resulted a change in their physical

properties. Such change is an overall effect of chemical structure variation and

irradiation effect during radiation grafting process. Crosslinking and degradation

processes may occurred individually or simultaneously by radiation, however, the

ultimate effect is due to the crosslinking content formed via grafting of functional

groups of monomers. This will govern and directly affect on the tensile strength

and elongation percent of the prepared graft copolymers.

Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC):
In polymer technology, it is very important to know the changes in thermal

properties of the graft copolymers to determine their advantages and disadvantages

for possible applicability in different uses. So that the melting temperature (Tm)

and the change in its heat (AHm) are determined for different prepared membranes

using DSC and the results are shown in table (1).

Table (1): Change in Tm and AHm for PP films grafted with different

Polymeric chains.

Membrane typ

PP
PP-g-PSty

PP-g-PAAc

PP-g-

P(Sty/AAc)

Degree of
grafting ( % )

0

136

34.5

175

Tm

(°Q
170.5

171.6

174.5

174

A H m

J/g
75.9

21.8

21.9

25.7
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The slight increase in Tm and the observed decrease in AHm with grafting is

ascribed to the effect of grafting on the crystalline structure of PP. This occurred in

terms of the influence on structural regularity, bond flexibility, close packing ability,

interchain intraction and reduced crystallinty. The increase in Tm with grafting is due

to the presence of hard segments of PAAc and PSty grafts and their effects. The

decrease in AHm is attributed to the amorphous nature of the incorporated PSty

and PAAc graft chains and the possibility of partial distortion in the crystalinity of

PP with grafting. This phenomenon indicates that although graft copolymerization

is mainly occurred in the amorphous part, the crystalline domains are also affected.

Metal Uptake for The Prepared Mambranes:

The recovery and concentration of metalic ions from aqueous solution has been

the subject of much effort by both industry and government. Heavy metals such as

Cu, Co, Ni, Cd, Pb, Zn, and Fe — etc are exist in waste water as a result of

industry, which is a serious problem of the environmental pollution.Industrial

chemists give their attention for the preparation of ion exchange membranes

chemically and mechanically resistant, which has opened the way to new processes

have a great future.

In this respect, radiation graft copolymerisation of PP with PSty, PAAc and P(Sty /

AAc) and their treated forms with different reagents that containing various functional

groups acts as a ligand are used as chelating agents, for the purpose of waste water

treatment from some selected heavy metals.

Effect of Treatment Time:

Economically, the time of treatment is very important factor. The efficiency of a

membrane in waste water treatment can be determined from the time required to

absorb the maximum capacity of metal by chelation or complexation with the

functional groups of the membrane. Therefore, the effect of treatment time on the

rate and maximum metal uptake is investigated for different ionic membranes. The.
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metal uptake is expressed in mmol / g i.e. the milli mole of metal uptake by the unit
mass of grafted membranes.

Figure (6) shows the metal uptake as a function of time for Cd2+ using PP-g-
P(Sty/AAc) membrane which has 161 % graft. It can be seen that, the Cd2+ uptake
increases with time to reach its maximum value (denoted as the maximum
membrane capacity) at almost 60 min. Extension of treatment time above 60
min. causes no significant increase in metal uptake even after 3 hours.

The physico- metal and molecular size of the investigated metals have a great

influence not only on its maximum uptake but also on its initial rate. This is

reasonably explained by taking into account the diffusivity of metal into the bulk of

membrane which depend mainly on its polarity, electronic structure, ionic radii,

hydration energy —etc, and also on the nature of interaction with the functional

groups of the membrane.

Selectivity of Membrane Toward Different Metals:

The maximum Fe3+ and Cd 2+ uptake when they are exist individualy and the

selectivity of different grafted membranes and their sulphonated form were

investigated using mixtures of Cd and Pb in the same feed solution. The selectivity

of metals is determined at room temperature -30 °C using atomic absorption

techniques and the results are shown in Table (2,3). It is obvious that the affinity of

the grafted membranes toward Pb2+ is remarkable when it exist in a mixture that

containing Cd2+ and Pb2+. Such result is surprising; in spite of the greater ionic and

atomic radii of Pb2+ (1.12 and 1.26 A0) than those for Cd2+, such results may be

related to the difference in outermost shell electronic configuration of them; Cd2+

(4d 10) and Pb2+ (5dIo, 6p2). It is also observed that the chemical treatment of the

membrane functional groups such as sulphonation enhanced Pb2+uptake by the

membrane containing styrene groups.
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Table (2):Maximum Fe3+ and Cd2+ uptake for different grafted membranes at

different degrees of grafting. Immersion time; 60 min.

Membrane

Type
PP- g - PAAc

PP-g-(Sty/AAc)

Degree of

grafting (%)

157
278
161

231

Max. Fe3

uptake (m.mol/g)

2.8
5.4
2.3

3

Max. Cd2

uptake (m.mol/g)

0.6
0.9
2.5

4.3

Table (3 ) : Metal ion selectivity for a mixture of Cd2+ and Pb2+ ions. Immersion
time; 2hr.

Membrane Type

PP-g- PAAc

PP-g-PSty

( Sulphonated)

PP-g-P( Sty/ AAc)

Degree of

Grafting(%)

254

234

394

Metal Uptake

(mmol/g)

Cd2+

0.4

1.3

0.7

Pb2+

6.2

7.0

3.4

In genera!, it can be concluded that such prepared grafted membranes have

good affinity towards the adsorption or chelation with Fe3+ and Pb2+ either in a

mixture containing other metals or if they exist alone in the feed solution. Also,

the selectivity of different investigated membranes towards metal ions depends

mainly on the ionic valency and ionic radii of the metals.
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Irradiation Time (h)

Fig (1) Degree of grafting vs. irradiation time for the grafting of various
AAc concentrations (wt%) onto PP fiims, FeCh concn. ; 1.5 wt %

( - o - ) 10, ( -A- ) 20, ( - D - ) 30, ( -— ) 40, (-JL-)50.
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Irradiation Time(h)

12 14

Fig (2) Degree of grafting vs. irradiation time for the grafting of various Sty
concentrations i(wt%) onto PP fiims, FeC^ concn. ; 1.5 wt %

(-.-)205(-A-)30, ( -0 )40 .
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Fig (3) Effect of FeCb concn. on the grafting yield of Sty / AAc
( 40 wt %) onto PP, Comonomer compostions (50 /50 wt % )
Irradiation dose 20 kGy.

0 20 40 60 80 100 Sty

100 80 60 40 20 0 AAc

Comonomer Composition (wtV.)

Fig (4) Effect of comonomer composition of Sty/AAc(40 wt %)
onto PP films , FeCl3 ( 0.6 wt% ), irradiation dose ; (20 kGy)
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Fig (5): Change in tensile strength and elongation percent with degree
of grafting for PP films .
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Fig.(6) : Effect of immersion time on the Cd2+ uptake by PP-g-Sty/ AAc,
having degree of grafting 161 %
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